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ABSTRACT

Turbocharging is an effective way to increase power, decrease emissions, and
improve efficiency in modern diesel engines. In recent years the demand for increased
engine performance and decreased emissions, driven by customers and the federal
government respectively, has continually spurred the development of more efficient
turbochargers.
This honors thesis presents a variable pad geometry turbocharger thrust bearing.
The design mimics the behavior of a common pivot-pad thrust bearing, replacing the
pivot with a deflecting cantilever. The variable pad geometry thrust bearing was
developed and tested with BorgWarner Turbo Systems in Arden, NC.
Test results showed improved thrust load capacity and power loss characteristics
compared to baseline tests conducted with current taperland thrust bearings. The
design process, testing methods and results, analysis of bearing performance, and
suggestions for further development are included.
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CH. 1 – BACKGROUND
DIESEL VEHICLE EMISSIONS
Our planet has suffered from a reduction in air quality over the past few
centuries. Throughout the last century we have seen pictures of the world’s industrial
centers – Pittsburgh, Los Angeles, Tokyo, Beijing, etc. – where smog exists in dangerous
and disgusting quantities. While there are many causes of air pollution (some are even
natural), one undeniable source is off-road and on-road diesel engines. The US’s energy
use for transportation, as a percentage of total energy use, has increased from 24.6% to
28.1% from 1973 to 2010 [2]. The US energy consumption increased from 75.7 to 98.0
quadrillion Btu during that same time period. This means that in 2011, the US will use
over 27.5 quadrillion Btu in transportation energy, most of which will come from
petroleum fuels. Furthermore, 36% of the petroleum-based energy for highway vehicles
comes from diesel fuel, which is used predominantly for medium/heavy trucks [2].
Diesel vehicles have particularly high contribution to combined highway vehicle
(gasoline and diesel) nitrogen oxide (NO) and particulate matter (PM) emissions, with
44.1% and 51.4% respectively [2]. NO compounds negatively affect respiratory health
in humans and animals, as well as injure vegetation by killing plant tissue and reducing
growth [8]. Airborne particulate matter is known to decrease heart and lung function,
acidify lakes and streams, change the nutrient balance in coastal waters, damage farm
crops, and affect ecosystem diversity [6]. The federal government has taken measures to
greatly decrease NO and PM emissions from on-road and off-road diesel engines. The
Tier 4 regulations for off-road diesel engines will decrease NO and PM levels by 90% by
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2015. The EPA has set stringent requirements for NO and PM emissions for on-road
diesel engines, and has increased regulations for sulfur content in diesel fuels, enabling
diesel vehicles to use particulate filters and NO catalysts.
These new emissions requirements on diesel engines limit emissions based on
the engine's power output. Therefore it is logical for manufacturers to either:
1. Focus on increasing an engine's power output while minimizing extra emissions
Or
2. Focus on decreasing emissions while maintaining current engine power
The first option is very favorable for a long-term technological investment.
Manufacturers are always seeking to increase power output in order to enhance
performance and make vehicles more attractive to customers. Therefore, increasing
engine power output while meeting new regulations is a win-win for the manufacturer
and for the EPA.

TURBOCHARGER FUNDAMENTALS
One way to increase diesel engine power output and efficiency is with better
performing turbochargers. In experiments dating back to the 19th century, Gottlieb
Daimler and Rudolf Diesel found that precompressing combustion air increased the
power output and decreased fuel consumption in their engines [1]. Turbochargers first
became a practical investment in the transportation industry after the OPEC oil crisis in
the 1970’s when the added hardware cost could be justified by fuel savings gained from
turbocharging. Today, nearly all off-road and highway diesel engines use turbochargers
2

to boost power and improve emissions.

Figure 1: A basic turbocharger flow diagram.

Turbochargers harvest energy left in the engine exhaust flow, and use that
energy to compress the engine’s fresh intake air. Exhaust flow runs over the vanes of the
turbine wheel, and the wheel begins to spin. The torque generated by the spinning
turbine wheel drives the rotation of the entire rotating assembly. As the compressor
wheel spins, it sends accelerated and pressurized air to the engine intake. This allows
the engine to intake more air particles (a greater mass) in the same volume of air. The
additional air mass requires additional fuel to maintain the required air/fuel ratio. The
increased air and fuel provides additional chemical energy to the engine upon
combustion. When comparing turbocharged and naturally aspirated engines of the
same power output, fuel consumption of the turbocharged engine is lower. Fuel
consumption is lower because the turbocharger recycles energy from the exhaust flow
that would normally exit the car’s exhaust pipe. The turbocharged engine will also be
3

smaller, decreasing frictional and thermal losses from various components rotating and
translating within the engine. Turbochargers are an effective means to increase a diesel
engine's power output and efficiency. Furthermore, turbochargers also improve
combustion characteristics in diesel engines. Passenger car diesel engines produce
approximately 25% less CO2 emissions than a gasoline engine with the same power
output [1]. The improved combustion process has driven legally limited diesel engine
NO, Carbon-Monoxide (CO), and Hydro-Carbon (HC) emissions levels down to gasoline
engine emissions levels. Diesel engines are no longer the gas-guzzling, smoke blowing
engines of years gone by. Rather, technological advancements have driven diesel
engines to a much cleaner place.
The turbocharger is a great contributor to the overall functionality of a diesel
engine. An improvement in turbocharger performance will continue to improve diesel
engine efficiency and power output. Turbocharger performance can be improved
through advancements in aerodynamic efficiencies, bearing system efficiencies, and
matching the correct turbocharger for a given diesel engine. The focus of this thesis
research involves improving turbocharger bearing system efficiencies by introducing a
variable pad geometry thrust bearing. This thrust bearing will improve both transient
and steady state performance of the turbocharger by decreasing bearing power losses.
These improvements are gained by the thrust bearing’s ability to adapt and operate
efficiently based on its loading.
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THRUST BEARING FUNDAMENTALS
During normal turbocharger operation, different pressures are present on both
sides of the turbine wheel and compressor wheel. These pressures create a net force in
the rotating assembly. The thrust bearing produces a reaction force (Fr), offsetting the
rotating assembly’s net force and allowing the rotating assembly to spin without making
dangerous contact between components. This net force can occur either toward the
turbine or toward the compressor depending upon the turbocharger’s operating
conditions.

Figure 2: A basic turbocharger axial force diagram.

Thrust bearings use a converging oil film to support a thrust load. The very thin
clearance between the thrust runner and the thrust bearing pad generates a pressure
profile in the oil film. The oil film converges from the initial clearance, hi, to the final
clearance, ho. The pressure generated by the decreasing clearance (h) supports the
thrust load. The load carried by the bearing is the summation of (pressure * area) for all
discrete points.
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Equation 1: Reaction force generated by thrust bearing.

Figure 3: A basic diagram of a thrust bearing pad.
Thrust bearings are a key component in mechanical systems used today. Most
people are familiar with the journal bearing, a bearing which locates the shaft’s central
axis, bears a radial load, and allows rotation; fewer people are familiar with the function
and use of thrust bearings. Thrust bearings are used to locate the shaft’s position,
counter forces, and minimize motion along the length of the shaft. This ensures that the
6

turbine and compressor wheels do not make contact with the turbine housing,
compressor housing, or center housing. Clearances between the wheels and housings
are kept small in order to improve aerodynamic efficiencies; thus, shaft position is very
important. The rotating assembly’s axial position varies due to axial loading. As the
assembly is thrusted, clearance between the thrust bearing and the loaded runner
decreases by a certain amount. Since the runners are connected to the rotating
assembly and the thrust bearing has a fixed position, the assembly’s total change in
position is governed by the equilibrium position between the loaded-side runner and
the thrust bearing.

Figure 4: A diagram of important axial clearance components.
The focus of this thesis involves the taperland and pivot-pad thrust bearings.
Taperland thrust bearings use a raised-wedge to create a converging lubricant film and
pressure profile. Pivot-pad bearings use some form of a pivot to allow different pad
7

geometries to exist by maintaining force and moment equilibrium with the fluid film
pressure profile about the pivot point. The variability of the pivot-pad thrust bearing
gives the engineer greater control of the design’s performance. As the load increases
and clearance becomes very small, the pivot-pad thrust bearing has a much larger area
to support oil film pressure than the taperland bearing. The pivoting mechanism allows
the bearing to be designed for effective use in a variety of operating conditions, making
the pivot-pad thrust bearing more versatile than the taperland thrust bearing.

Figure 5: A diagram of a taperland thrust bearing pad.
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Figure 6: A diagram of a pivot-pad thrust bearing pad under low load.

Figure 7: A diagram of a pivot-pad thrust bearing pad under high load.
Oil traveling through the clearance between the thrust runner and thrust bearing
pad generates a pressure profile described by the Reynolds Equation. This pressure
profile supports the load imposed on the bearing via the thrust runner. As the thrust
load increases, the magnitude of the pressure profile also increases to maintain
equilibrium. As oil travels over the pad surface, the changing pressure creates a shear
stress on the surface of the thrust runner. Integrating this shear stress over the area of
the runner yields a friction force. Power loss is calculated by multiplying the friction
9

force and the linear velocity of the thrust runner.
An important characteristic of the bearing pad and thrust runner surface that
influences both power loss and thrust load capacity is the surface roughness. A rough
surface containing pronounced peaks and valleys creates many localized pressure
changes (assuming an incompressible lubricant). At small clearances, this will induce
pressure changes, resulting in added power losses. Large peaks present on the runner
surface will also increase the likelihood of contact occurring between the thrust runners
and bearing pad. This occurs as local peak clearances are much smaller than the mean
runner clearance at high load conditions

Figure 8: Large peaks resulting from surface roughness can make destructive contact
when thrust runner clearance is small.

REYNOLDS EQUATION
Lubrication was highly unstudied throughout most of human history, although
evidence of lubrication dates back to several prominent ancient societies. There is
evidence that the ancient Egyptians used wood slats, wetted with water, to slide large
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stones when building the pyramids. Furthermore, the ancient Romans used animal fats
to lubricate chariot axles. Animal and vegetable fats were commonly used until
petroleum based lubricants became accessible.
This rudimentary understanding of bearings and lubrication dominated the
mechanical world until the late 19th century. In 1883, Beauchamp Tower setup a test rig
to simulate journal bearings in railroad axle boxes. Tower was tasked with studying the
friction of revolving shafts and the permissible load per square inch of bearing surface.
As tower applied a load to the bearing, he found that oil was pumped out of the oil
supply hole. Tower attempted to plug this hole, but the plug burst back out of the hole
when he loaded the bearing. Tower continued to investigate this phenomenon by
drilling several more holes in the bearing and measuring the pressures present at the
holes. Tower's research showed that the fluid film within a journal bearing could
generate very high pressures. This fact enables the film to support large loads.
In 1886, Osborne Reynolds discovered a second-order nonlinear differential
equation which could describe the pressure profile of a lubricant film. Many
characteristics of the fluid film can be derived from this pressure profile. Knowledge of
these fluid film characteristics resulted in a scientific approach to bearing design
beginning in the 20th century. Although useful, the Reynolds Equation is very difficult to
solve, requiring an iterative solution. Thus, the advent of computer based solvers
greatly enhanced the usefulness of the Reynolds Equation. Five important assumptions
are made for analysis by the Reynolds equation. Simply stated, they are:
1. Newtonian Fluid (lubricant properties)
11

2. Viscous forces dominate inertial forces
3. Pressure variation across the film thickness is negligible
4. Laminar flow
5. Fluid film is thin
The general Reynolds equation is as follows:

Equation 2: The Reynolds Equation.
In the form of the Reynolds Equation shown above, x & y describe the area
coordinates of the fluid film, h is clearance between the bearing and runner, ρ is density,
P is pressure, μ is viscosity, Ua Ub describes the relative difference between surface
velocities of the bearing and runner, and wb wa describes the relative difference
between the z-direction velocities. For application to a thrust bearing and thrust runner,

Ua Ub

can be simplified to U, describing the thrust runner surface velocity, because

the thrust bearing is fixed. The

wb wa

term becomes zero for steady-state operation

because we assume that the clearance between the thrust runner and thrust washer is
constant.

CURRENT BEARING TECHNOLOGY
Many advancements have been made in the realm of fluid film bearings since
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Tower and Reynolds, especially in thrust bearings. Thrust bearings have become a very
specialized science, with engineers seeking top performance in their respective
applications and industries. Many different thrust bearing technologies have emerged
within the turbomachinery industry. While fluid film thrust bearings are still in use, ball
bearings, magnetic bearing systems, and gas foil bearing systems are being used as
engineers push for increased bearing performance in a given application.
Turbochargers, one of many examples of turbomachinery in use today, pose a
particularly difficult problem for engineers who work with thrust bearings.
Turbochargers operate under high speed and high load conditions in a relatively small
package compared to most examples of turbomachinery. Turbochargers are also
subservient to engine manufacturer requirements. Thus, if a manufacturer wishes to
run low viscosity oil or use engine braking, the turbocharger must also operate on a very
low viscosity oil and be compatible for use with engine braking. Demand for increased
bearing load capacity and decreased power loss has exhausted the capabilities of
taperland thrust bearing designs. Furthermore field testing has shown that ball
bearings, which can sustain very high thrust loads, lack the reliability and longevity of
fluid film bearings. Pivoting pad thrust bearings, though reliable, efficient, and having
adequate load capacity, are made impractical by the small size requirements of
turbochargers. Thus, a suitable solution for the next generation of turbocharger thrust
bearings does not currently exist.
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PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
The request driving this thesis study was originally presented as “the design of a
variable geometry turbocharger thrust bearing.” The need for such a bearing arose from
increasing demands in thrust bearing performance. BorgWarner’s current thrust bearing
options are taperland bearings, using a fixed-geometry design for the bearing pads. The
designed geometries for each thrust bearing have been optimized using computer
simulation and testing. However, even these optimized designs fall short of growing
demands for increased load capacity and decreased power loss. Current taperland
designs could be produced to provide a high thrust load capacity, but those bearings
produced large power losses. Similarly, thrust bearings were designed to minimize
power losses, but often failed from a variety of adverse loading conditions. These
results occurred due to an inherent conflict between efficiency and load capacity in
bearing design.
For nearly a century, pivoting variable geometry thrust bearing designs, such as
Albert Kingsbury’s centrally pivoted thrust bearing, have been used to avoid this conflict.
These bearings have provided the enhanced performance characteristics that
BorgWarner wanted (i.e. low power loss and high load capacity), however, no suitable
forms of a pivoting thrust bearing were available to meet the size requirement and
necessary simplicity for application in a small turbocharger. Thus, the task was set forth
to design a thrust bearing with the following characteristics:
Variable geometry that changes with loading conditions
Improved low load power loss compared to current application’s design
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Improved thrust load capacity compared to current application’s design
Simple, manufacturable design with minimal number of parts

CONTRIBUTION & UNIQUENESS
In order to address this problem, a cantilever-style variable pad geometry thrust
bearing was developed. This experimental thrust bearing is a hybrid between the
taperland and pivot-pad designs. The cantilever-style pad offers a performance
improvement over the taperland pad because of its ability to vary taper height to match
the bearing’s loading (similar to the pivot-pad). The pad produces a high taper height at
low loads (Figure 10), offering a very efficient fluid film. As the bearing load increases,
the cantilever deflects downward, reducing taper height (Figure 11). This low taper
height gives the bearing a high thrust load capacity. Variable taper height will improve
the bearing’s power loss and load capacity characteristics, and decrease the likelihood of
accidental failures. Furthermore, the use of a stop dictates a maximum cantilever
deflection and a minimum taper height. This allows a flat land area to form at the
trailing edge of the bearing pad, increasing thrust load capacity during high load
operation.
The cantilever-style bearing provides a simpler design with fewer parts than a
pivot-pad bearing. Typical pivot-pad thrust bearings use several separate pieces to
mount each individual pad to the bearing base. The cantilever-style pad uses a single
piece to mount all the pads on one side of the bearing base, resulting in a 3-piece
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design. Thus, the cantilever-style pad is more feasible to produce than a pivot-pad
thrust bearing considering the small size of a turbocharger thrust bearing.
A cantilever-style thrust bearing improves upon the existing taperland and pivotpad thrust bearing options for use in a small commercial diesel turbocharger. This claim
is evidenced by an improvement in fluid film efficiency, increased thrust load capacity,
and improved production and packaging feasibility.

Figure 9: Prototype assembly drawing. Screws are used for the prototype, but would not
be used in a production setting.

Figure 10: A diagram of a cantilever-style thrust bearing pad under low load,
undeflected.
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Figure 11: A diagram of a cantilever-style thrust bearing pad under high load, fully
deflected.
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CH. 2 – EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY

Discussion of Variables
In order to create a meaningful and purposeful variable geometry mechanism, it was
necessary to identify the geometric features which most influenced the bearing’s load
capacity and power loss characteristics. It was discovered from a number of bearing
design references that the following bearing geometric features affect both load capacity
and efficiency:
Number of Bearing Pads, η – The number of pads that carry the bearing load.
Increasing the number of pads generally decreases power loss and increases
thrust load capacity. This occurs by lowering temperature rise over the surface of
each single pad, thus lowering the mean oil film temperature.
Taper height, ε – The height difference between the leading and trailing edge of
the thrust bearing pad. A high taper height is favorable for low load power loss,
while a low taper height is favorable for thrust load capacity.
Film ratio, θ – The ratio of taperland length / total pad length. Film ratio
accounts for the use of a flat land area on the trailing edge of a pad. A high film
ratio results in low power loss, while a lower film ratio is favorable for thrust load
capacity.
Pad area – Total pad area bounded by the leading edge, trailing edge, inner
radius, and outer radius. A smaller pad area results in lower power loss and
lower thrust load capacity, while a greater pad area results in increased thrust
18

load capacity and increased power loss.

Figure 12: A three pad thrust bearing, η = 3.

Figure 13: Pad length, pad area, and oil groove shown on a six pad thrust bearing.
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Figure 14: Taper height (ε) is shown. Film ratio (θ) is equal to taper length divided by
total length.

Taper height was selected as the best variable pad feature. Concepts varying pad
area were considered, but varying taper height prevailed as the simpler solution. The
fact that pivoting thrust bearings utilize a variable taper height pointed toward the
feasibility of this selection as well. It was also decided to try to introduce a method for
varying film ratio. A film ratio of 1 would decrease power loss at low loads, while a film
ratio less than 1 would increase thrust load capacity at high loads.

Mechanisms for Variability
A number of concepts were developed to vary taper height and film ratio. Many
concepts depended upon some degree of compliance to deform the bearing pad
surface. A number of initial concepts are shown below, along with a brief description of
the variable mechanism used (Figure 15 thru Figure 26).
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Some preliminary simulations were run to test the effectiveness of each concept.
Some concepts, such as Figure 21, were eliminated due to high geometric stress
concentration (Figure 28). One concept using a rocking mechanism, Figure 29, did not
provide a good converging oil film shape. The taper slope on the leading edge of this
pad was steeper than the slope approaching the trailing edge. Upon rocking, the second
taperland slope eventually goes negative, causing oil film cavitation. High contact
stresses also occurred when the rocking pad contacted the stop. The presence of oil film
cavitation at high loads, where film pressure dropped off rapidly, would likely cause
catastrophic failure (Figure 30).

Figure 15: Pad deflects around a hard
support. The support maintains a specified
taper height to keep the pad from
overstressing and to support the fluid film.

Figure 16: Pad deflects with no support,
allowing taper height to be fully controlled
by equilibrium between fluid film pressure
and pad elastic response.
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Figure 17: Pad deflects with a flexible
support. The support allows deflection
beyond the pad's initial contact, allowing
deflection after contact at a slower rate.

Figure 18: Pad deflects onto a stepped
support. The support and pressure profile
fully constrain the pad at max deflection.

Figure 19: Pad deflects based on
equilibrium between fluid film pressure
and its own elastic response.

Figure 20: Pad deflects based on
equilibrium between fluid film pressure
and its own elastic response. Pad
deflection stops after contact occurs
between the elastic leg and the kneeling
leg.
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Figure 22: The pad deflects as a cantilever
Figure 21: This pad begins with a current under the fluid film pressure until it makes
thrust bearing pad. A wire EDM cut is
contact with a steel support.
made, allowing the pad to pivot and
change its taper height.

Figure 23: The pad deflects under constant
support of an elastic material. The elastic
support maintains the pad flat land area and
adds to the pad's overall elasticity.

Figure 25: Pivot-pad design with design
for assembly (DFA) in mind.

Figure 24: Pivoting pad with initial
resting taper. This pad was meant to
simplify the pivoting constraint
compared to other pivot-pad designs.

Figure 26: Pivot-pad design with variable
pivot rate based on changing pivot contour.
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Figure 27: ANSYS model of EDM design.

Figure 28: High stress due to the small groove radius.

Figure 29: A rocking pad design with varying taperland slope.
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Figure 30: Cavitation causes fluid film pressure to drop off rapidly.

The selected initial concept, a cantilever design (Figure 33), is an elegant solution to
the proposed problem. This concept was selected because it aligned well with the
project goals. The concept performed well in preliminary simulations, showing
improved power loss characteristics throughout its operating range. The variable
geometry mechanism was uncomplicated and seemed easy to predict. The design used
a minimal number of parts and would be feasible to manufacture.
The cantilever would initially be formed to have a high taper height, delivering low
power losses at low loads. The cantilever then deflects downward as the loading
increases. The resulting decrease in taper height produces a larger minimum runner
clearance necessary to support a given load, increasing the bearing’s thrust load
capacity. Finally, a flat land area could be formed at very high loads by placing a stop
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beneath the cantilever. From a qualitative perspective, this design should meet the load
capacity, power loss, and size requirements for application in a turbocharger. This
design also offers several ways to control the bearing pad deflection, such as varying
cantilever thickness, stop height, or material properties. In order to test this hypothesis,
the cantilever concept was developed for use in a small commercial diesel turbocharger.
This particular turbocharger's performance has been well documented in the past, and
this particular turbocharger is expected to be in high demand in the. These conditions
would provide a good amount of historical performance data to reference, as well as
provide funding and time to pursue a well developed product.

Figure 31: Thrust bearing base, holds cantilever insert during operation.
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Figure 32: Thrust bearing insert, composed of bearing pads joined together in a single
piece.

Figure 33: Variable geometry thrust bearing initial concept.
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Figure 34: Preliminary power loss estimate. The bottom lines create a performance
envelope between the deformed and undeformed cantilever geometries.

Figure 35: ANSYS static structural FEA shows stresses on the stop as the cantilever
approaches its maximum deflection.

DESIGN
In order to set a baseline, historical performance data as well as simulated load
capacities and power losses were recorded for the current Bearing A and Bearing B
designs. The low load power loss for the Bearing A design, and the high load power loss
and thrust load capacity for the Bearing B design would serve as benchmarks for the
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new experimental bearing.
In beginning to design a prototype for the variable pad geometry thrust bearing,
current thrust bearing options were studied for their geometric features and
performance. The two designs currently in use characterize the inherent tradeoff
between high load capacity and low power loss. The first design, Bearing A, is better
suited for low load operation. Bearing A bearing has a high taper height, a lower load
capacity, and better low load power loss than Bearing B. The second generation design,
Bearing B, is better suited for high load operation, having a lower taper height and
better high load power loss. Thus, it would be beneficial to design a bearing with a
variable pad geometry covering the range in between the two current designs.

Analytical Study
To start, basic cantilever deflection formulas were used to determine the
relationship between load, deflection, and stress for various cantilever thicknesses. The
pressure profile from simulations was resolved into a point loading at a specified
percentage of pad length for use in cantilever deflection formulas. Material properties
for a typical bearing bronze material were used for elasticity and yield strength
references. The goal from this simple analysis was to determine a suitable cantilever
thickness in order to achieve the desired deflection without yielding the material. The
results from this analytical study showed that a cantilever thickness of κ5 was
appropriate to provide deflection in the low load range of interest. The κ5 thickness also
deformed significantly before reaching the material fatigue strength. By designing the
cantilever to operate below the material fatigue strength, the pad’s life will be extended
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under normal operation with a sufficient oil film.

Figure 36: Preliminary plot of stress vs deflection, varying pad thickness.

Figure 37: Preliminary plot of force vs deflection, varying pad thickness.
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Figure 38: Analytical solution cross section for pad ramp height deflection with
increasing load.

Range of Parameters used for Simulation (smallest to largest)
Pad Number

η1 – η6

Taper Height

ε1 - ε2

Pad Length

ι1 – ι4

Pad Width

γ1 – γ3

Stop Height

ζ1 – ζ 7

Film Ratio

θ1 – θ4

Pad Thickness

κ1 – κ7
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Oil Film Simulation
After achieving these preliminary deflection results, bearing performance
simulations were run to optimize pad geometry using Advanced Rotating Machinery
Dynamics (ARMD) thrust module software. This software uses an iterative solver of the
Reynolds equation in order to simulate thrust bearing performance. Boundary
conditions, including pressures at the pad boundaries, oil supply temperature, oil supply
pressure, and oil viscosity were approximated for normal operating conditions and were
held constant for all of the analysis.
The first feature investigated was the number of thrust bearing pads. The ARMD
software was used to simulate power loss vs. bearing load while varying pad number
between η1 and η6. For these simulations, a constant total pad length of α: was used (η
pads x α:/η), with (360: - α:) spaced evenly between pads for oil passages. Simulations
show that increasing pad number decreases power loss for a given total pad area, but
marginal power loss improvement diminishes as pad number increases. The power loss
decrease occurs because fluid film temperature rise over a single pad decreases with
decreasing pad length. Simulation results for the η4 pad design showed a 6% high load
power loss improvement over Bearing B and a 29% improvement at low load compared
to Bearing A. The η6 pad design showed an 8% power loss improvement over Bearing B
at high load, and a 30% improvement over Bearing A at low load. Although the η6 pad
simulation showed the lowest power loss, a η4 pad design was chosen for the prototype
because pad features would be larger and easier to produce, allow sufficient space for
the oil grooves, and the increased pad area would aid boundary performance at high
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loading. It was also observed that the simulated performance difference between the η4
and η6 pad designs is minimal when compared to the improvement over the current
Bearing A and Bearing B designs.

Figure 39: Increasing pad number decreases power loss for a given load. Marginal
power loss decrease diminishes with increasing pad number.
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Figure 40: High speed power loss simulation.

Figure 41: Low speed power loss simulation.
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Once the number of pads was selected, simulations were run to optimize pad
length. Pad lengths between ι1: and ι4: were considered. Simulation results show that
there is a positive correlation between pad length and runner clearance, and pad length
and power loss. Therefore it is beneficial to have the shortest pad possible that will
maintain a suitable runner clearance in order to minimize power loss. A pad length of ι3:
was selected in order to provide structural support for the base of the cantilever, while
maintaining sufficient runner clearance to support the bearing load.

Figure 42: Power loss for a given clearance increases with increasing pad length.
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Figure 43: Clearance decreases for a given axial load as pad length decreases.

In order to optimize pad width, a number of simulations were run both at a low
speed deflection position and at a high speed deflection position. This was done to
develop a range for bearing power loss and load capacity across the bearing’s operating
range. Pad widths of γ1, γ2, and γ3 were considered and compared to the current
Bearing A (γ2 * 1.01) and Bearing B (γ3 * 0.99) designs. Simulations showed that there
was a positive correlation between pad width and power loss at any speed. A pad width
of γ3 was selected because of the simulated 22% average performance advantage over
the Bearing A design at low speeds, while maintaining a 1% average advantage over the
Bearing B design at high speeds. Low speed power loss improvements are attributed to
the increased taper height. It should be noted that a width of γ 1 would offer the
maximum performance advantage (32% at low speeds and 26% at high speeds). The γ3
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design possessed the highest simulated thrust load capacity, and was selected as a more
conservative design in order to eliminate testing failures. Future testing should consider
smaller pad widths.

Figure 44: Power loss increases with pad width.
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Figure 45: High speed power loss simulation. Bearing B is the target for high speed
efficiency.

Figure 46: γ1, γ2, and γ3 width bearing simulations show 32%, 28%, and 22% advantage
over Bearing A, respectively.
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Figure 47: γ1, γ2, and γ3 width bearing simulations show 26%, 18%, and 1% advantage
over the Bearing B design, respectively.
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Figure 48: γ1, γ2, and γ3 width bearing simulations show 62%, 39%, and 9%
disadvantage to the Bearing B design, respectively.

Cantilever deflection formulas were used again to predict pad deflection and stress
based on the revised pad geometry, bearing loading, and material properties while
varying thickness. Two materials, λ1 and λ2 were selected. These materials are commonly
used in spring applications because they have favorable fatigue properties and relatively
high strength. These strength and fatigue properties also make them favorable for use in
this cantilever-style thrust bearing pad, where the pads will be subjected to many
loadings. The cantilever was designed to keep stress levels near or below material
endurance limits in order to minimize fatigue failures, while providing considerable
deflection in the bearing’s low speed loading range. Finally, machining practicality and
material availability were considered. For these reasons, a thickness of κ5 was selected.
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Using two materials will display the performance characteristics of cantilevers with
different elasticities and rates of deformation.
The bearing base was designed to have a hard stop in order to set a maximum pad
deflection and maintain a minimum pad taper height. The stop will allow the pad to
develop a flat land area on the trailing edge, and will stop the pad from deflecting too far
and experiencing elevated stress levels. This stop utilizes two characteristic dimensions –
the circumferential length measured in degrees, and the height. Simulations show that
there is a positive correlation between flatland area and power loss, both at low speeds
and high speeds. The cantilever design would allow the pad to operate without a flat
land area at low loads, and then form a specified flat land area as the cantilever made
contact with the stop. The stop was designed to give the pad a film ratio (taperland
angle / pad angle) of θ3. While a bearing with a greater film ratio would experience a
lower power loss at high loads, the smaller film ratio was chosen to aid boundary
performance, to maximize thrust load capacity, and to avoid accidental testing failures.
Also, simulations show that decreasing flat land area results in diminishing marginal
power loss improvements, thus justifying the oversized flat land area. Simulations were
used to optimize stop height. Since stop height is only useful at high loads, after the pad
deflects and makes contact with the stop, no low load simulations are presented for stop
height optimization. Simulations show that a stop height of ζ7, a compromise between
ζ4 and ζ5, displays the best power loss characteristics across the range of high speed
thrust loads.
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Figure 49: Film ratio of θ4, having the smallest flatland percentage (20%), shows the
smallest power loss. θ3, θ2, and θ1 show 6%, 13%, and 24% performance disadvantage,
respectively.

Figure 50: Film ratio of θ3 shows the highest thrust load capacity in expected use range.
Film ratios of θ4, θ2, and θ1 show .3%, 4%, and 13% performance disadvantage,
respectively.
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Figure 51: Stop heights were analyzed only for high speeds, since pads do not contact
stops at low speed loading. A power loss minimum occurs between ζ4 and ζ5 stop height
at high speeds.

Figure 52: Isolated view of ζ4 and ζ5 stop height simulated power loss. The ζ5
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simulation shows a 2% disadvantage at the beginning of the high speed range, and a 2%
advantage the max predicted loading.

PROTOTYPING
With the final analyses coming to completion, attention began to shift to
prototype production. Engineering drawings were made and sent out for price
quotation. The bearing could not be produced to the nominal dimensions or tolerances
specified. One critical dimension and tolerance that could not be machined to the
project’s specifications was the taper height. The dimension increased substantially
(50%) as well as the tolerance on that dimension (from 16% of ε1, to 33% of the revised
dimension). This caused a redesign of the stop height, to 177% of the specified ζ2, in
order to control pad deflection and keep pad stresses below the material endurance
limits. It should also be noted that the large tolerance placed on pad taper height could
result in poor power loss correlation between bearings in test data.
Additionally, a base without stops was considered as an attempt to gain data at
increased amounts of deflection without use of the stop. This design was dropped in
order to control testing costs, avoid yielding and catastrophic failure due to the new
taper height, and because simulations showed that bearing load capacity dropped
significantly as taper height approached zero. Further testing could consider this fully
deflecting stopples option, as elastohydrodynamic effects on the cantilever could allow
the pad to support a load at full deflection.

TESTING METHODS
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Hot Gas Stand
Turbine efficiency testing was conducted using a hot gas stand. This test determines
a turbocharger's ability to harvest energy from a vehicle's exhaust flow. In order to
simulate on-vehicle performance, the air driving the turbocharger turbine wheel is
heated using a natural gas burner. Temperature, pressure, and mass flow values are
monitored before and after the turbine in order to calculate the total power harvested
from the flow of hot air. Similarly, temperature, pressure, and mass flow values are
recorded for the flow produced by the turbocharger's compressor in order to determine
the useful power created by the turbocharger. The difference between the power put
into the turbocharger and the power exiting the turbocharger is the result of compressor
efficiency and parasitic losses from friction, heat, and noise generation. The
turbochargers built for this experiment isolate the thrust bearing as the only different
component between test runs, and the predominant source of any power loss
differences.
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Figure 53: A hot gas stand diagram.

Spool-Down
Spool-down testing was performed using a cold gas stand test rig. With this test rig,
unheated compressed air (simulating engine exhaust pressure) is used to bring the
turbocharger up to a set operating speed. Pressurized oil is fed to the turbocharger from
an oil cart, which mimics an oil feed coming from a vehicle's engine. From this steady
state operating point, the supplied compressed air is shut-off rapidly by closing a valve,
leaving the turbocharger's rotating assembly to spool-down due to internal frictional
power losses. In performing this spool-down testing, power loss differences should only
arise from the different thrust bearings present in each test. Power loss is then
calculated using a curve-fitted rotational speed function to calculate acceleration,
torque, and power loss.
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Figure 54: A cold gas spool-down test rig diagram.

Thrust Load Capacity
Thrust load capacity testing is performed on the same cold gas test rig. Once again,
the turbocharger is run at a constant operating speed with a specified oil pressure.
While the turbocharger is rotating, an axial load is applied to the rotating assembly using
a separate source of compressed air. This loading occurs slowly, allowing air pressure
and axial load to build until thrust bearing failure occurs. Pressure measurements from
the front and back sides of the compressor and turbine wheels are used to calculate the
net axial loading throughout the duration of the test. Thrust bearing failure is signaled
by a sharp drop in turbocharger speed.
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Figure 55: A cold gas thrust load capacity test rig diagram.

CONCERNS
One concern regarding the turbine efficiency testing is the size of power being
measured. For this application, turbocharger power is two orders of magnitude greater
than the power loss differences we hope to measure. Therefore even slight
measurement differences could appear to prove remarkable efficiency gains or losses
which may not actually exist.
A second concern is the level of end-play associated with the experimental variable
geometry turbocharger build. End-play describes the axial distance the rotating
assembly is free to move in the assembled turbocharger. End play can be influenced by
the tolerance stack-up of parts in the rotating assembly. Because of the compliant
nature of the variable geometry thrust bearing, end-play is increased significantly due to
thrust bearing deflection. The increased end-play could decrease the turbocharger's
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aerodynamic efficiencies, affecting turbocharger performance and test measurements.
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CH. 3 – RESULTS

MEASUREMENTS
Upon receiving the prototype bearing parts, samples of the inserts and bases were
measured for compliance with the specified nominal dimensions and tolerances. This
proved to be very difficult because of the small size of the features, and the compliant
nature of the cantilevered pads. First, an optical comparator was used to measure the
taper height of the ramps. This proved to be cumbersome and inconsistent, so a digital
height gage was used instead. In order to minimize pad deflection from tainting the
measurements, the inserts were flipped upside-down, and height measurements were
taken from the underside of the insert. This would distribute the load from the
measurement probe over all of the pads, instead of only the pad being measured.
Extreme inconsistencies in the pad taper height could have lead to unnecessary failures
and inconsistent test data. Measurement results show that the taper height of the pads
was very consistent, which should improve the thrust bearing's performance.
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Figure 56: Prototype thrust bearing base with stops, compressor side.

Figure 57: Prototype base, turbine side.
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Figure 58: Prototype steel insert.

Figure 59: Prototype bronze insert.

Figure 60: Prototype assembly.
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Figure 61: Modified base, drilled to increase oil flow to compressor side.
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Figure 62: Specified pad ramp tolerances occur at 0.66 and 1.33. Approximately 10% of
the features measured were outside of specified tolerances.

Figure 63: Ramp height measurements from multiple samples are normalized to the
nominal dimension.
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Figure 64: Specified stop height tolerances occur at 0.75 and 1.25. Approximately 33%
of the features measured were outside of specified tolerances.
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Thrust Load Capacity
Thrust load capacity testing showed a definite improvement over the Bearing A
design. Stark differences were observed between the steel and bronze bearing inserts,
as well as between compressor direction (C<T) and turbine direction (T<C) thrust load
capacities.

Figure 65: Normalized average turbine direction thrust load capacity.
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Figure 66: Normalized average compressor direction thrust load capacity.

Figure 67: Thrust load capacity for initial T<C, drilled T<C, and C<T from left to right.
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Figure 68: Expanding the gap in the thrust bearing ID increased T<C thrust load capacity.
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Spool-Down Testing
Spool-down testing resulted in an unexpected increase in power loss.

Figure 69: Bearing A power loss results while varying oil flow rate.

Figure 70: Variable geometry steel bearing power loss while varying oil flow rate.
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Figure 71: Variable geometry bronze bearing power loss while varying oil flow rate.

Figure 72: Bearing A varied oil flow rate.
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Figure 73: Variable geometry steel varied oil flow rate.

Figure 74: Variable geometry bronze varied oil flow rate.
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Figure 75: Normalized power loss values from spool-down testing. Oil flow decreases
showed decreased power loss.
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Figure 76: Normalized oil flow values from spool-down testing.
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Figure 77: Normalized power loss per oil flow values from spool-down testing.
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Gas Stand Testing

Figure 78: Bearing A efficiency testing closely resembled historical data.

Figure 79: Bearing B efficiency testing closely resembled historical data.
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Figure 80: Turbine efficiency measurements for the variable geometry thrust bearing
consistently fell between the Bearing A and Bearing B designs.

Figure 81: Variable geometry thrust bearing efficiency comparison.
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Figure 82: The variable geometry concept showed up to a 3.5% power loss improvement
over the Bearing B design.
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CH. 4 – ANALYSIS

Explanation Of Thrust Load Capacity Results
From the beginning of this thesis research, the goals established were:
To create a turbocharger thrust bearing with a variable geometry mechanism
To decrease low load power loss
To increase thrust load capacity
To meet size and simplicity requirements for implementation in a turbocharger
Keeping a focus on these goals during design and testing led to some promising
results.

Thrust Load Capacity Testing
Initial thrust load capacity testing showed greatly differing performance results
between the steel and bronze pad surfaces, and between compressor direction thrusting
and turbine direction thrusting. The bearing with a steel pad surface experienced lower
thrust load capacity in both the turbine direction and compressor direction.
Furthermore, both the steel and bronze bearings displayed a significantly higher
compressor direction thrust load capacity. At first, it was hypothesized that the stiffness
of the steel pads caused them to contact the runner, inducing bearing failure. For a
given load and deflected pad taper height, presumably a high load with very little pad
deflection, it is possible that the high taper height would not be able to support the
bearing's load. This hypothesis was dismissed because the analytical model showed
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significant deflection at the failure loads. Thus, the steel pad was significantly deflected,
assuming a similar geometry to the bronze pads which failed at a much higher load.
The difference between the steel and bronze performance is likely due to the
material couple between the pad and runner materials. It is favorable when dissimilar
metals comprise the runner and bearing pads. This eliminates the possibility of padrunner welding at small clearances and high loads. “Even bearings that operate with a
full oil film can be expected to contact their shaft during initial break-in, while starting
and stopping, or during interruptions in lubricant supply. During this direct material
contact, the bearing material must avoid being locally welded to the shaft” [3]. The
characteristics of this inevitable contact between pad and runner will determine the
bearing’s longevity. This explains why the bronze bearing – steel runner combination is
undeniably superior to the steel bearing – steel runner combination.
Another important factor to consider is the heat transfer characteristics of the
bearing. The steel bearing’s thermal conductivity is significantly lower, approximately
59% of the thermal conductivity of the bronze bearing. This results in a higher mean
fluid-film temperature and lower oil viscosity. The fluid film temperature and viscosity
determine the clearance necessary to support the bearing’s load. Thus, raising the fluidfilm temperature results in a lower viscosity and decreased runner clearance to support
the same load. This decrease in runner clearance can cause the bearing and runner to
make contact and fail sooner in the steel insert bearing.
The material couple and heat transfer coefficient, rather than stiffness or
deflection characteristics, is thought to be the cause of the poor thrust load capacity
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with the steel insert. This is because failure occurs at a loading where both the steel and
bronze pads should be fully deformed, having similar geometries.
The discrepancy between turbine direction thrust load capacity and compressor
direction thrust load capacity was also an important point of interest. Similar load
capacity results were expected since the turbine side and compressor side pad
geometries are identical. For this reason, it would appear that the geometry of the pads
was not causing the premature failures. Instead, it was hypothesized that the oil
delivery method was insufficient. As seen in the spool-down testing results, the variable
geometry bearing flowed considerably more oil than either Bearing A or Bearing B.
However, the variable geometry thrust bearing only delivers oil to the turbine side of the
thrust bearing, relying upon a thin gap between the bearing inner diameter and the
shaft outer diameter to carry oil to the compressor side of the thrust bearing. It was
suspected that this thin clearance was starving the compressor side of oil at high loads.
This oil supply flow is critical to maintain a suitable oil film clearance, temperature, oil
viscosity. In order to investigate this theory, the thrust bearing bases were modified. A
portion of the oil feed passages were milled all the way through to the compressor side.
This greatly increased the volume of the gap linking the turbine side and compressor
side of the thrust bearing. Thrust load capacity tests were run again with the newly
drilled bearing bases. As a result, turbine direction thrust load capacity improved
significantly from 49% to 71% of the compressor direction capacity. The actual oil flow
difference between the compressor and turbine sides of the thrust bearing should be
investigated in the future. The thrust load capacity results suggest that oil flow to the
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turbine side oil film is still greater than oil flow to the compressor side oil film. This is
evidenced by the remaining difference in thrust load capacity between the compressor
side and the turbine side.

Spool-Down Testing
Spool-down testing produced different results than expected. It was expected
that the variable geometry bearing spool-down testing would result in lower power
losses than Bearing A. Lower power losses were expected for two reasons. The first
reason is the increased end-play present with the experimental variable geometry
bearing. Secondly, the deflecting bearing pads should allow efficient operation at low
load conditions.
Parasitic power losses occur based on runner clearances on both the loaded and
the unloaded side of the bearing. Increased end-play was expected to decrease bearing
power loss by increasing the runner clearance on the unloaded side of the bearing,
especially at these low load conditions. At low load conditions when the runners on
both sides of the bearing have nearly equal clearances, the unloaded side of the bearing
contributes a significant portion of thrust bearing power loss. At higher loads, the
loaded side clearance decreases, dominating thrust bearing power loss, while the
unloaded side clearance increases. At this high load condition, the power loss from the
unloaded side decreases in its relative contribution to the total bearing power loss.
Increasing the total end-play of the rotating assembly will increase runner clearance on
both the loaded and unloaded side of the bearing at the low load condition, thus
decreasing oil film power losses.
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Furthermore, the deflecting bearing pads were expected to decrease bearing
power loss. The variable geometry mechanism present in this bearing design
incorporates a high taper height at low loads, which should decrease power losses.
While these effects may have been active and effective in decreasing power loss,
it appears that another power loss mode dominated the experiment. One unanticipated
behavior of the experimental bearing is the high quantity of oil flow. The two large oil
feed channels in the bearing cause the variable geometry bearing turbocharger to flow
150% to 200% more oil than the Bearing A turbocharger. Other turbomachinery testing
has shown that 25% – 50% of fluid-film bearing losses occur from feeding oil to the
bearings. Furthermore, thrust bearings are known to contribute a higher percentage of
power loss in turbomachinery bearing systems than journal bearings [3]. Thus, it is
expected that the excessive oil flow associated with the experimental variable geometry
bearing foiled any power loss improvement created by the increased end-play or
variable geometry design.

Gas Stand Testing
Gas stand testing showed the variable pad geometry thrust bearing efficiency
falling in-between Bearing A and Bearing B. The baseline runs performed with
turbochargers containing Bearing A and Bearing B performed closely to historical
efficiency data. Tests 1 and 6 using Bearing A performed within 1.9% and 2.4% of the
historical efficiency data. Similarly, test 2 using Bearing B performed within 2.6% of
historical efficiency data. The differences between the historical efficiency data and the
baseline efficiency data for this test represent a mixture of atmospheric conditions, set72

up variability, and statistical uncertainty. It should be noted that consecutive tests, run
on the same set-up and under similar atmospheric conditions, display less variability.
For example, the largest difference between Bearing A, T1 and T6 is 1.6%, while the
largest difference between T6 and the historical data is 2.4%. Therefore, the baseline
runs performed are more reliable than historical data for comparison to the variable pad
geometry thrust bearing turbocharger.
In the turbocharger containing the variable pad geometry thrust bearing, the
largest efficiency increase over Bearing B occurred at the lowest load, speed line 1. The
variable pad geometry bearing displayed a 3.6% improvement over Bearing B at speed
line 1, and a 1.3% improvement at speed line 2. Any performance advantage was
indiscernible at higher loadings. These efficiency gains decreased with increasing
loading. This behavior correlates well with the pad behavior modeled. This phenomena
occurs as the cantilever-style pad deflects from its initial taper height, designed to
minimize low load power loss, to its final taper height, designed for high load
performance.
Among the variable geometry thrust bearing tests, slightly different efficiency
results were observed. The steel insert showed a power loss advantage at low loads on
the first two speed lines. This advantage could exist due to the steel’s higher taper
height. However, this small efficiency difference cannot be definitively labeled as a
performance improvement. The difference between the steel insert and bronze insert
efficiency testing is negligible compared to the statistical error associated with the hot
gas stand measurements.
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Performance Summary
The three configurations of the cantilever-style pad thrust bearings delivered
different results with respect to the project goals. Both the bronze insert and steel
insert bearings possessed an effective variable geometry mechanism, as proven by
analytical solutions, simulations, and a physical examination. The three configurations
also met the size and simplicity requirements set forth in the project goals. The
cantilever-style bearings were identical in size to Bearing A and Bearing B. Furthermore,
the cantilever-style bearings utilized a 3-piece design, making them much simpler than a
conventional pivot-pad thrust bearing. Thus, project goals for a variable geometry
mechanism, size, and simplicity were met.
The steel insert bearing performed the poorest of all the bearings tested. While
the steel bearing displayed improved low load power loss characteristics, the thrust load
capacity was severely diminished by the poor material couple with the thrust runner.
The steel’s average turbine direction thrust load capacity was only 80% of Bearing A’s
load capacity. Furthermore, compressor direction testing showed no improvement over
Bearing A. Thus, the steel insert thrust bearing showed no improvement in thrust load
capacity, and only average improvement in low load power loss.
The initial, un-drilled bronze insert thrust bearing performed significantly better
than the steel insert thrust bearing. The bronze insert thrust bearing showed average
turbine efficiency improvements over Bearing B, as well as the thrust load capacity was
greatly improved thrust load capacity. The bronze insert showed a 42% increase in
thrust load capacity over Bearing A, both in the compressor direction and in the turbine
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direction. The bronze insert thrust bearing even outperformed Bearing B in compressor
direction thrust load capacity testing. Therefore the initial, undrilled bronze insert thrust
bearing met all of the project goals.
Finally, the modified bronze insert thrust bearing offered the highest
performance tested. The modified bronze insert thrust bearing was not tested for
turbine efficiency. However, results from a single steel insert test and two bronze insert
tests showed very consistent efficiency results. Therefore it would be expected that the
modified bronze insert would perform identically. Furthermore, the modified bronze
insert thrust bearing showed a 107% improvement in turbine direction thrust load
capacity over Bearing A. This is a substantial improvement compared to the unmodified
bronze insert bearing’s 42% increase. Therefore the drilled bronze insert thrust bearing
appears to be the best performing cantilever-style variable geometry thrust bearing
tested in this thesis study, and the most advantageous for further investigation.
Furthermore, it is observed that the modified bronze insert thrust bearing displays a
better combination of low load power loss and thrust load capacity than either current
thrust bearing design, as it offers improved low load power loss from Bearing B and
increased load capacity from Bearing A.

Implications
The current variable geometry thrust bearing design meets the benchmarks set
at the beginning of the project. The current design uses a variable geometry mechanism
which adapts to its loading. The variable geometry thrust bearing has also proven to be
effective in supporting large turbocharger thrust loads. The bearing can support loads in
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excess of the design specification and offers improved thrust load capacity compared to
the Bearing A design. The current design size is nearly identical to its predecessors,
simple enough to be manufactured on a large scale, and is composed of only three
pieces. The variable geometry thrust bearing has also shown a decrease in power loss
from the Bearing B design. While there is speculation that decreasing the bearing oil
flow could greatly improve power loss characteristics, design revisions and further
testing will be necessary to prove this notion. While the variable geometry thrust
bearing's performance has begun to fill the gap between the Bearing A and Bearing B
designs, further development will be needed to exceed the best performance attributes
of either fixed design.
In an attempt to create a better performing turbocharger, the variable geometry
thrust bearing offers several promising features. Load-responsive adaptability shows the
ability to decrease mechanical power losses, allowing for more efficient transient and
steady state operation. The ability to increase thrust load capacity can result in more
reliable operation, decrease the number of failures from accidental overloading, and can
allow bearing pad downsizing resulting in a decrease in power loss.
This design, along with other advances in turbocharger technology, will continue
to increase the performance of the diesel engines that drive tomorrow's industrial
infrastructure.

Recommendations
Several design changes, namely directing oil to the compressor side of the thrust
bearing and decreasing total bearing oil flow are necessary. Properly directed oil will
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improve thrust bearing reliability and increase average thrust load capacity, as evidenced
by the modified bronze insert thrust bearing’s increase in turbine direction thrust load
capacity. Decreasing total bearing oil flow will decrease parasitic power losses due to
excessive oil flow, as shown by varying inlet oil pressure (and subsequently the flow rate)
in the spool-down testing. The next design revision may also seek to find a better way to
direct oil to the leading edge of all of the bearing pads, rather than simply supplying oil
flow to the shaft outer diameter. This would be one possible solution for decreasing
total oil flow and increasing bearing reliability. Extended oil grooves at the pad trailing
edge could be modified to improve fresh oil mixing in the oil film. This will lower the
mean film temperature by improving oil circulation through the oil film, and increase
thrust load capacity due to higher oil viscosity. Finally, it would be useful to continue to
investigate the effectiveness of the variable geometry cantilever mechanism.
Experiments should be designed to test bearing performance sensitivity to initial taper
height, stop height (final taper height), and film ratio in this bearing design. Insight into
the influence of these features on performance will allow for further optimization of the
variable geometry cantilever mechanism.

Closing Remarks
The results from this thesis project attest to the complex nature of designing a high
performance thrust bearing. While some members of the scientific community may
dismiss macro-scale bearings and lubrication as old technology, it is apparent that there
is much room for innovation and improved performance. As engineers and tribologists
continually strive to produce better performing bearings, increasing load capacity, and
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decreasing power loss by as little as 0.1% with each design iteration, new technology will
make its way into millions of production units. The spread of innovative bearing
technology will reduce power losses, eliminate unnecessary failures, and improve our
quality of life.
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